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CRM today is much like BPR in the 1990s. It is the strategy of the 21st century. Everyone is jumping on the bandwagon, but few are doing it in a way that will reap long-term benefits. And while billions are being spent worldwide, as yet there is not one case study of a true CRM focused company that is achieving major business success. Why?
   Three years ago Quest Media introduced the National Customer Service Awards. The philosophy was to research, recognise and reward organisations that were pushing the barriers of customer management to new limits. Written by the editor of Customer Management magazine, this book draws on Quest's research to reflect the current thinking behind today's front-runners in the customer management field. The authors challenge accepted thought processes and give realistic timeframes for implementing the innovative thinking that will produce tomorrow's Customer Management Excellence.

   * An 'all you need to know about customer management' handbook - draws on the authors' vast experience to help unravel this complex topic
   * Provides case studies and examples of organisations that are award-winners in their innovative customer management techniques
   * Includes a glossary of terms and checklists to help readers benchmark their own progress in implementing successful customer management     

       "Customer Management Excellence determines the processes required for organisations to embark on service excellence programmes. It is designed to reduce the time of implementation from years to months, and discusses new thinking behind the emergence of customer service as a differentiator as well as exploring future trends.   This is very much a ;How To; book aimed at giving the reader a real competitive advantage. The case studies reflect the innovation, motivation and determination of some of the nation's leading players in their pursuit of service excellence.   Customer Management Excellence is packed full with ;readiness checklists; enabling organisations to evaluate what needs to be put in place before embarking upon the service excellence journey.   Customer Management Excellence case studies focus on organisations who have achieved recognition through the National Customer Service Awards, an awards programme that runs in close association with Customer Management magazine. Both the National Customer Service Awards and Customer Management magazine fall under the umbrella of media and publishing company Quest Media."     
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Succeeding with Technology (Sam 2010 Compatible Products)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	Most students entering college have already had years of exposure to computers
	and other digital technologies. Elementary and high school students use computers
	to write papers, create presentations, communicate with each other, conduct
	research, and entertain themselves. Cell phones, digital cameras, and iPods
	are standard equipment...
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Successful Marketing Strategy for High-Tech Firms (Technology Management and Professional Development)Artech House Publishers, 2004
The definition of the word “marketing” can be found in its etymology.
Marketing means “putting on the market.” Therefore, the purpose of marketing
is to act in such a way that a company places on the market products
that correspond to demand and satisfy the needs and wants of customers at
an acceptable...
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Access 2003 for Starters: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2005
Maybe you got Access as part of Microsoft Office and wonder what it can do for you and your household; maybe you're a small business manager and don't have a techie on staff to train the office in Microsoft Access. Regardless, you want to quickly get your feet wet--but not get in over your head--and ...
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DNA Computing Models (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2008
Sir Francis Crick would undoubtedly be at the front of the line ordering this fascinating book. Being one of the discoverers of DNA, he would be amazed at how his work has been applied to mankind's most important invention, the computer. DNA contains the genetic instructions for the biological development of cellular life forms or viruses. DNA...
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Kidney Failure Explained (Class Health)Class Publishing, 2002

	This is a book about kidney failure. It has been written

	primarily for people with kidney failure. But, as any

	partner, friend or family member of a kidney patient

	knows, kidney failure is a family business. ‘They’ also

	usually want to know as much as possible (sometimes

	even more than the patient) about the...
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CCNA Exam Cram™ 2 (Exams 640-821, 640-811, 640-801)Que, 2003
          Update to the top-selling Cisco certification book in the series!       

	
    The CCNA exam is the first and most important of the Cisco exams, serving as a prerequisite for several higher level Cisco exams. 
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